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“Oh, oh yes!” Dan pulls down his pants, while never letting his eye off the peep hole. Every
Sunday night, these same five girls have gathered here and done amazing sexual things to each other in
this abandoned old shack. Dan pulls out his stiffening cock and slowly strokes it.
Inside the women are completely naked, and surrounding a donkey this time. They are taking
turns sucking on the donkey’s hugely disproportional dick, rubbing their breasts up and down its shaft
and pressing their bodies all over the donkey. The donkey stands still and quite all this time, as if in a
trance. The women gyrate against the donkey’s coarse fur, and one of them moves to the front and
starts kissing the donkey on the mouth, letting his tongue wander around her mouth, and down her
throat. They’re all on the very brink of an orgasm, and so is the donkey, who starts shaking and
shuddering as he blows his load into a bowl that the woman have ready, but they don’t stop in their
attentions, even when the donkey goes limp. The one with long dark hair and a beautiful figure pulls the
blond out from under the donkey, then puts the donkey’s entire dick in her mouth. The donkey can’t
stand still as she starts sucking hard on his entire member, and soon Dan can see the dick slowly making
its way down her throat as her neck expands. The blond, not to be put off, goes to the rear of the
donkey and starts sucking its balls, taking one huge testicle in her mouth and then the other, switching
between the two. To Dan’s amazement, the donkey’s dick seems to have gone all the way down the
dark haired one’s throat, but she doesn’t seem to be having any trouble breathing. Again, after another
couple minutes of this the donkey starts shaking and shuddering, with his penis still bottomed out in this
mysterious woman’s throat. Dan can actually see her stomach expanding as she chugs the cum.
“Ah!” Dan accidentally lets out a sharp breath as he cums onto the wall of the shack, and
immediately all five woman stop and look directly at Dan. Dan’s cock suddenly hangs slack, and he
nearly pisses himself. He tries to pull up his pants quickly, and glances down for an instant, but when he
looks back up the women are gone.
“Gotcha Tom,” says the long, dark haired one, grabbing one of Dan’s thin arms, while another
woman grabs his other arm.
“Yeah, looks like we caught a peeper!” Several woman giggle, and Dan is pulled to his feet. They
drag him inside, and Dan doesn’t even struggle. He’s still in shock, with his pants half down, being
dragged backwards by these two insanely hot women like a sack of potatoes. Once inside, Dan sees the
other half of the room which he was unable to view from his peep-hole, and among many sex toys that
catch his eyes, there is a large, coffin sized glass box with a padlock on the side.
They throw him on the dirty floor, and surround him.

“Well, what should we do to him girls?” asks the dark haired girl. “What should be his
punishment?”
“Maybe we could have him join us in the ritual?” suggested a petite brunette.
“Maybe…” says the long, dark haired girl, who is obviously the leader. The way she says it is an
unmistakable no, and she’s trying to get them to say what she’s thinking. The rest of the girls catch on
quickly.
“Have sex with him until he cries?”
“Make the donkey have sex with him until he cries.”
“Make him eat us out, then make him let the donkey eat him out?”
“Those are all very good ideas girls…” says the dark haired girl, but obviously is uncertain. Finally
the tall, short haired one that had been quiet steps up, and everyone hushes.
“Perhaps this would be the perfect opportunity for… it?” A smile plays across her lips, which is
matched by the leader chick. All the other girls smile too, then they all pounce on Dan, each grabbing a
limb, and the leader chick grabs hold of his head. Dan’s instincts kick in, and he regains control of his
body, but as much as he struggles he can’t escape them. They seem unnaturally strong, and they lift him
high in the air, then stuff him in the glass coffin, locking him in quickly.
“Let me out!” Screams Dan, finding his voice, and banging on the glass. It doesn’t budge, and the
women ignore him. The leader goes over to a cabinet and takes out a huge two gallon jar filled to the
brim with some mirky, red liquid. In the liquid there are thousands of long, blood red worms. She takes
the worms over to the coffin, and the women start chanting, joining hands around the coffin. This seems
to excite the worms inside of the jar, and they start wiggling twice as fast. Right then Dan notices for the
first time holes in the lid, and the woman deftly upturns the jar on a hole right above Dan’s crotch, not
spilling a drop. The worms torrent through, like a facet, and begin burying Dan’s crotch, Dan starts
pushing them off franticly, but it isn’t near fast enough.
Suddenly Dan feels a biting pain in his penis, and sees a worm halfway into his pee hole. He tries
to pull it out, but it has a firm anchor in him, and is too slippery. Very quickly it’s inside of him, and Dan
can feel its cold body making its way deeper into him. Dan had been wrong about the jar, there was no
liquid in it, only worms. Dan feels one after another slip between his fingers, then down his urethra,
even though he has a tight grip on the head of his penis. Now, there’s a sharp biting at the base of his
balls, and then several actually on his balls. Dan screams as the worms burrow into his ball sack and
beyond, even though the pain is minimal after the first stinging bites. They are now flowing down his
penis, and starting to flow into his ballsack, when Dan feels two simultaneous bites on his nipples, and

looks down in time to see two thick red worms start to wiggle their way into his nipples. They even start
to enter his ass, and Dan starts freaking out, his hands slapping his crotch, grabbing at his ass, and
clutching at his chest to no avail. More and more start to wiggle into him, and he can feel them working
their way deeper inside of him. His chests starts to swell from the amount of worms inside of him, and
Dan can feel three separate pools of worms deep inside his gut; one deep in his ass, one in his bladder,
and the last one at the end of a tunnel that they had all dug where his balls were. Dan tries to grab his
dick and balls again to stem the tide, but it’s no use, and unbelievably Dan thinks his penis must be
shrinking. He doesn’t remember it being that thin or short, even when flaccid. His ball sack is being
stretched tight with all the worms entering him and fighting to work their way deeper inside of him, and
Dan can feel them wiggling slimily right next to his balls, but slowly he starts to find that he can’t feel his
balls against the worms anymore. Dan’s chest is now enormously swollen, so much so that his chest
jiggles with his every movement, and his nipples have stretched and elongated, now accommodating
two or three worms at a time, while his pee hole is fitting twice that, and his ball sack seems to be
emptying and refilling at a rate similar to a water hose. Dan feels like he needs to poo and pee badly,
and so he does, spilling out pounds of worms, and forcing one worm after another out of his pee hole in
a steady stream. Much to Dan’s confusion, he can’t feel his penis anymore either, and when he reaches
down to try and pull out the worms from his penis, he finds that he can’t find it. He cups his hand over
his crotch, and under the layer of worms that are rushing into him, he can’t feel anything, not his balls or
his dick. Dan screams louder, watching the worms flow into his crotch as his chest keeps expanding, and
watches for what seems like forever, suddenly as if it were happening to someone else and not him.
Dreamily, he watches the last few of the worms make their way into him, and then he lets his head fall
back, exhausted. His belly is now distended as if he were pregnant.
“Do you think it was a good idea to use them all?” asks the brunette.
“I just wanted to make sure it worked completely is all,” replies the leader. “it should be
interesting to see how horny he, opps, I mean she will be with all of those estrogen parasites. Two
gallons of those ought to have quite the appetite.”
“You’re so cruel, I love you.”
“I love you too, I love all of you.” And they all huddle together and start kissing.
Dan groans loudly, and sits up. The women gasp.
“She’s beautiful! What happened to her?” The brunette gets tolerant looks from the other four.
“We made a batch of these worms that feed off estrogen a little while back.” Explains the blond.
“They’re supposed to be both a revenge and a pleasure. Remember we gave you one at the initiation?”
“Yeah, but they didn’t do anything to me. They just made him into a her.”

“Well, they’re parasites, and need estrogen to survive. Give them to a woman, and no problem.
They just go straight up your snatch and you’re a little more horny from then on. We thought we were
going to use them on some prissy virgin cheerleaders, and see how much longer they’re virgins. I had no
idea that they would do that to a guy though.”
“Well, I did.” interrupts the leader. “I knew that if the worms had an insufficient source of
estrogen, they’d go to the nearest animal and make it create estrogen. The fact that it made him
beautiful is just a evolutionary thing, if your hotter you’ll get more action, and therefore more estrogen
for the worms. You might not have noticed it, but your breasts did get bigger and firmer, and you lost
some weight around your waist. You don’t even have acne anymore.”
“Oh God.” Says Dan, trying to lift his head. He reaches down toward his crotch, past his swollen
stomach, and instead of his usual ball sack and dick combo, he finds only a flat, smooth surface. That
sure wakes him up, and he sits up straight, cracking his head on the lid.
“Let her out.” Order the leader.
The lock is undone, and Dan is able to sit up. Her belly is visibly shrinking, and her figure is
starting to emerge. In seconds, the bulge is gone.
Dan now has a tight waist, an shapely butt, large, perky breasts, long, flowing blond hair, a
models face, long, slender legs, and two neat little pussy lips with a tidy trim of hair. Dan will never
actually need to put on makeup, as her perfect face would be marred by any alteration.
Dan stares at his pussy, then touches it. It’s tightly closed together, but the pleasure she gets
from just lightly touching it causes a shiver to run down her body. Dan looks around at the women as if
she were about to cry, a horrified look on her face.
“Don’t worry Tom,” says the blond brightly. “We’ll take care of you and show you how
everything works down there. We can even have some fun tonight.”
Dan chokes on her words, then finally whispers. “Undo it.”
“We can’t Tom.” Says the leader. “It’s kinda permanent, but why would you want to go back to
being a guy so soon when you could see what it’s like to be a woman for a while?” She reaches out and
grabs Dan’s crotch, rubbing her finger up Dan’s tightly closed slit, and causing Dan to gasp. Dan’s cunt
starts to heat up, and in seconds is becoming slick. Her pussy starts to swell as blood rushes to it,
pushing her lips outward into a mound and to the side, splitting Dan’s cunt open and letting the folds
start to show.

“My name’s Melissa, and I think we’ll get to be the best of friends.” She starts to pull at Dan’s
pussy folds, and Dan starts panting, a funny feeling building up inside of her, an instinctual need for
something heating up her crotch and her insides. “What’s your name?”
“Dan.”
“Short for Daniel?” She starts sliding her finger up and down Dan’s cunt, rubbing her lips and
now moving in a circular motion.
“Mmmm, yes.” Dan starts to gyrate her hips, and that’s when Melissa inserts a finger into Dan’s
wet, hot sex hole. Dan’s cunt reflexively grips at her finger, and Dan cries out in pleasure.
“You’re now Daniel, like the girls version of the name, got it?” She is now finger fucking Dan and
Dan lays back in the coffin, pressing her cunt into the air to try and get more of Melissa’s finger in her.
“Yes, yes, ohHHH YESSS!” Dan screams out as her very first orgasm hits her like a tidal wave, her
pussy clenching tight on Mellisa’s finger.
Dan’s eyes flutter as she nearly passes out from her first orgasm.

***

Dan sits up, and gets out of the glass box. She turns to face Melissa, and in one movement starts
kissing her on the lips. Grabbing her ass and back, she pulls Melissa against her, so that their naked
cunts touch each other and their juices mix. Dan feels oddly off balance, now that he is so much more
top heavy, and their breasts smash together as they tightly hug each other and kiss.
“Good girl, now would you like to help us with our sacrifice?” she indicates the donkey still
waiting patiently in the corner.
“You’re gonna kill it?!?” Dan says, in between kissing her neck and shoulders.
“No, one of us was going to sacrifice ourselves to the goddess of nature. Believe it or not, we
were about to ask for more of those worms. If you do it it’ll be much more powerful since you’re still a
virgin.”
Dan’s pussy has already recovered, and the heat inside of her is completely unabated. Her
pussy starts drooling onto the floor, and her nipples stick out into the night air. Dan is hardly able to
think straight for all of the lust, and all she knows is that that donkey can satisfy her. She walks over to
the donkey, and runs her dainty hand over its coarse back. The other five girls sit down to watch.

“Let him eat you, Daniel. Let him taste his gift.” Dan walks in front of the donkey, her hips
swaying, and pets its head. Immediately, without any coaxing, the donkey sticks its long, sticky tongue
out and runs it from her butt crack to her slit, making Daniel squeal. Then the donkey dives right in, the
tip of his tongue scooping just into Dan’s folds, licking up her juices, which are now flowing freely. More
and more tongue enters Dan with each lick, and soon Dan has another orgasm, this time standing up.
She becomes weak kneed, but doesn’t fall over as her pussy sprays the nose of the donkey with cum.
The donkey lick it off his nose, then wipes up the mess running down Dan’s legs, finally cleaning her
pussy. Dan was perfectly willing to let him do it again, but Melissa stops her.
“Enough Daniel, now return the favor.”
Dan gets down on her knees without a second thought, and crawls under the donkey’s belly.
The donkey’s penis has retreated fully into its sheath, but Dan puts the furry sheath in her mouth
anyway. It tastes almost dusty, with a hint of salty, and Dan plunges her tongue into the fold of skin to
lick the actual shaft and head. The dick immediately expands several inches, and rushes to the back of
her throat. Dan is amazed at the donkey’s virility, after already cummed twice, but immediately starts
sucking and licking the donkeys head. She can’t even begin to deep throat it like Melisa did, but that
doesn’t stop her from doing her best to make that donkey feel incredible. Dan runs her tongue quickly
over the still swelling head, swirling around the edge one second, dipping into the pee hole another, and
flicking and licking across the top in between while still sucking and maintaining a rhythm.
“She’s a natural.” Comments the red head, who until then hadn’t spoken.
To Dan, the blow job is incredibly hot, and her pussy is on fire when the donkey finally cums.
Dan’s mouth is flooded with thick, hot cum, which she quickly swallows, only to be filled up again with
another gush. She swallows it all, almost choking several times.
The donkey brays loudly this time, and now all the girls surround Dan. They pull what looks like a
pommel horse out from the corner of the room, but it’s obviously shaped to the form of the female
body.
“Lay down Daniel.” Commands Melisa, and Dan obeys. She fits snuggly into the indentions, and
is now bent over.
“May the god of nature accept this sacrifice to her creation, and may she grant us what we
desire in return.” Shouts Melisa, and then the donkey jumps on top of Dan’s back, but the weight of the
donkey is put on the pommel. The donkey’s member is miraculously rock hard now, despite having just
blown a load in Dan’s mouth, and strikes her pussy square on the first thrust. Dan is so wet that he slides
right in, stretching her from the width of a pencil to the width of a baseball bat in seconds. Searing pain
stabs through Dan as her hymen is broken, and blood trickles out of her cunt, mixed with cum. The
donkey slams six inches of his two feet into her before her tightness brings his momentum to a stop. He

begins pounding Dan’s impossibly tight vagina, pulling and pressing at the stretched pussy walls, causing
Dan to shout out in pain with every forceful thrust. Each thrust brings the donkey deeper, and soon he’s
able to go ten inches deep into Dan. Dan, despite the pussy splitting pain, orgasms, and clenches hard
on the thick member as cum sprays out of the tight junction of their two sexes. The donkey is braying
with every thrust, and is becoming more and more forceful, now plowing an inch deeper with every
thrust until he hits a wall, Dan’s cervix, at sixteen inches. The pain is still very real, but the pleasure is
nearly drowning it out as Dan rocks to the motion of the donkey, trying to drive him deeper still. The
whole world is now that cock to Dan, and she wants to please the Gods by taking it all. She rocks harder
as the donkey slams into her cervix again and again with all of its body weight, slowly crushing her cervix
and wedging it open. Suddenly, the muscles in her cervix are forced open by the pounding penis, and
the donkey now slides hilt deep into Dan in one thrust. He just touches the back of Dan’s womb, and
then draws out, just barely staying inside of Dan’s uterus, then slamming hilt deep again. Dan screams in
ecstasy as she orgasms so powerfully she black out for a second. Only to wake up the next still
orgasming, her entire body clenched and frozen up as the donkey continues pumping. The donkey is
building up to a massive cum, and then after several more strokes empties his balls into her. He bottoms
out once more, but then stays there. Dan feels the cum coming as the donkey’s penis swells, then erupts
deep inside of her, swelling her belly with cum, none of it makes it past Dan’s tightly griping cervix, but
somehow her uterus stretches as an unnatural amount of cum fills Dan. Dan’s belly is pressed harder
and harder against the pommel horse thing, as the donkey is still on her back pressing her down, but
then a trap door is released by the girl with the short dark hair, and both Dan’s breasts and her belly
hang freely. A drop of white liquid drops from Dan’s breast, and doesn’t go unnoticed by her. Without a
word, she latches her mouth onto Dan’s breast, and draws Dan’s milk out, drinking it like she was dying
of thirst. Before Dan knows it, someone else is on her other breast, and while the donkey soaks itself
inside Dan’s warm cunt, still spraying jizz, they hungrily suck on Dan. This just sends Dan into one more
orgasm, the pleasure now becoming unwelcome, but Dan can’t bring herself to stop it. She pulls and
sucks the last of the donkey’s seed out, and is still orgasming when the donkey backs off of her, slowly
pulling himself out and over stimulating the now raw and sensitive nerves inside Dan’s pussy. Not a drop
of cum makes it past Dan’s thirsty womb as her cervix scrapes the donkey’s dick clean, leaving only her
own juices on him. Two of the girls not drinking Dan’s milk go to clean off the donkey with their tongues,
and Melisa puts her face right in Dan’s flaring, stretched pussy and starts sucking the juices out of it, and
Dan arches from the pleasure, a reflex to avoid the overstimulation that only gave Melisa a better angle.
Dan brings her cunt back down out of the air, with Melisa still licking and sucking, and ends up sitting her
cunt on Melisa’s mouth, and Melisa proceeds to give Dan a practiced and professional blowjob. Dan
begins humping Melisa’s face as her tongue goes deep into Dan’s loosened hole, and more and more
milk is sucked from her tit’s. Dan orgasms again, her vagina now almost in pain from fatigue, and
drenches Melisa’s face and chin is pussy juice. They all finally stop, and Dan gets off the pommel horse,
her pussy sore and her nipples erect. On the floor of the cabin are jars and jars of the worms, and on top
of the pile is a small gold necklace with the female symbol on it. Engraved on the symbol is Dan’s name.
“Incredible, look at all of this. This should be enough for anything we wanted to do for the rest
of the year! Maybe even our life.”

Dan picks up the necklace and puts it on.
“Whoa, Daniel. You’re a guy again.” Melisa walks over an looks at Dan in amazement. Dan looks
down at herself, and sees only her female body.
“That can’t be, I’m still a girl.” Says Dan.
Melisa reaches down and grabs Dan’s crotch, squeezing her pussy, and blinks in surprise.
“I can feel that you have a pussy, but it looks like you have a dick. It must be an illusion! The
gods must really like you Daniel, they gave you a personal present.”
Dan takes off the amulet, then puts it back on, and to everyone else, it’s as if Dan was there,
then Daniel, then Dan again, and finally back to Daniel again.
“Ohhhhh, ah!” Dan suddenly says, and reflexively places a hand on her slit. She had felt a
sudden deep ache in her vagina, and she starts leaking cum onto the floor again.
“I’m still so horny, how is this possible?” cries Dan.
“It’s all of the worms, they’re still hungry apparently, and they’re forcing you to feel pleasure in
order for you to produce more hormones like estrogen.”
“How do I make it stop? My pussy is still sore from the donkey!” Dan starts squirming, intense
pleasure building rapidly in her pussy with no release in sight.
Melissa quickly walks over to her jeans that are laying abandoned in a corner, and takes out
something from the pocket. Turning around, Dan sees that it is two silver snakes twisted around each
other. As they near Dan, their eyes glow green, and they begin to come to life. Their silver skin turns
green, and they begin twisting upon each other, apparently having sex on Melissa’s hand. Melissa places
them at Dan’s slit, and they rapidly slide up her, still twisting around and procreating. The snakes seem
much bigger once inside of Dan, and she drops to the floor and curls in a tight ball, moaning as the
snakes gently stimulate her, gradually bringing her to an orgasm to release the built up heat in her
pussy. She orgasms, and spreads her legs wide to increase the pleasure, jetting creamy cum into the air.
The snakes, however, slide further up Dan, and don’t stop moving, actually gyrating a little faster. They
seem to be growing, and now fill Dan’s entire cunt, their tails just sticking out of her, and the two girls
hold Dan’s feet up in the air, spreading her open and letting the snakes slide deeper. They seem to flow
right to the back of Dan’s cunt, and their tails slip back into her pussy. They’ve now expanded so wide
that they wouldn’t fit past Dan’s tight entrance, since the inside of her cunt can actually stretch wider.
The two snakes become at least two inches thick individually, but they still gently massage Dan’s pussy
with their soft scales. Dan orgasms again, and a third time, screaming from the unwanted amounts of
pleasure that she has no control over. Someone starts playing with her slit, then touches a button of

flesh that makes Dan’s eyes roll up in her head. Melisa had located Dan’s clit, and now mercilessly starts
rubbing it, alternating between Dan’s swollen pussy lips and her swollen clit. Dan cries and screams as
one orgasm after another rocks her body, her cum pooling underneath her. She has no idea how long
this goes on, but it feels like an eternity for Dan whose pussy seems to always have just one more
orgasm in it, and it’s always so much better/worse than the last one.
Tears streaming down her face, Dan has yet another torturously pleasureable, screaming
orgasm as she pisses herself at the same time.
“I think that should hold her for a while.” Says Melisa, watching the day break through the
window. Dan lays there panting and drenched in sweat, her cum, and the donkeys cum, and Melisa
reaches her fingers down into Dan and catches the tails of the two snakes. Slowly, she pulls them out,
widening Dan’s entrance more and more, causing her to bounce up and down on the ground, even
though her feet are still held tightly. At the widest point of the two, still twisting snakes, Dan’s tiny little
hole that had started at the base of her slit and used to only be the width of a pencil is now stretched
open to the entire length of her slit. The two snakes finally fall out of Dan, and immediately turn to silver
again.
“How do you feel?”
“Used… empty.” Dan gasps between breaths. Her pussy is slowly now shrinking back into it’s
neat little self again, closing back up and shrinking flush with Dan’s crotch.
“Welcome to the sisterhood of the dancing witches.” She offers out a hand to Dan, and Dan
takes it, lifting herself off the ground.
“Thank you.” She says, wiping sweat off of her forehead. “But what if I get hot at school like
that? I don’t think I could bear it.”
“Then you can take this.” Says Melisa. “They grow in proportion to your hotness. Just keep them
inside of you and they’ll make you cum whenever you need it.
“What about you? Won’t you need it too?”
“Not as bad as you will, I promise you. Tomorrow will be a big day, so get some rest.”
“I will.” Dan pulls on her necklace, then her cloths, and goes home. By the time she’s home it’s
nearly dawn, but Dan falls onto her bed anyway.

Only three hours later, her alarm goes off, and Dan shoots straight up. She had never
felt so well rested in all of her life, but as she goes to shower finds herself starting to tingle down there.

Finding her two snakes, she places them at her entrance, and immediately they slide inside of her, and
begin squirming around inside of her. Dan calmly makes her way to the shower, trying to practice acting
normaly with them inside of her, and begins showering. She can’t hold back for long though, as the
snakes gradually grow bigger and bigger, becoming so big that about three inches of them stick out of
her now stretched taut cunt. She cums powerfully in the shower, but manages to stay standing, as well
as stay quiet. A mess of her cream is washed down the drain, and the two snakes shrink back down to
their original size. Dan cleans up, heads down for breakfast, then drives to school.
At school, she is met by the blond one.
“Hi, we didn’t properly introduce ourselves last night. I’m Jenifer. The one who gave you the
snakes was Melissa. The red head is Fiona. The tall one with the black hair is Page. And the brunette is
Ashley. I came to give you these.” She hands Dan a pile of maxi pads. “and this.” She then takes a two
gallon jar of worms out of her backpack.
“Use them on whoever. Melisa wants to see if you’re willing to do something like this for us. I
suggest using the maxi pads right now, since you don’t want to look like you wet yourself when you cum
in class. These are special ones, they’ll soak it all up so don’t worry.”
The first thing Dan does is go into the restroom and put the maxi pad in the panties that she had
bought on her way to school. She hadn’t liked the way her boxers felt. When she leaves the restroom,
she suddenly sees Benandra, the hottest babe in school. She looks like she could be in her mid twenties,
with a rocking figure and perky tits. Dan takes off his necklace, then follows her into the woman’s
restroom. Ben goes into a stall, so Dan takes the time to take out the Jar of worms from her backpack.
The snakes in her vagina are expanding again, filling Dan’s insides, and by the time Ben starts to leave
the stall their again sticking out of Dan’s pussy a few inches. Ben opens the door to find a supermodel
standing in front of her, but with apparently two penises wiggling around in her jeans. Before Ben can
scream, Dan knocks her to the ground and covers her mouth. The tails of the two snakes are starting to
slide down her pants legs, but Dan deftly opens up the jar of worms even as she starts to cum violently,
her pussy muscles cramping shut on the twisting and squirming snakes. Dan keeps moving, and with her
free hand opens up the jar and turns it upside-down onto her flat stomach. Deftly, Dan slides the edge
of the jar down to meet her slit, and the worms immediately start draining into Ben. Ben flails about
helplessly, her eyes rolling this way and that, as she tries to scream. The bell for class has rung quite a
while ago, and there is no longer any chance that someone will wander in. A long ten minutes pass,
where the snakes in Dan’s soft, burning hot snatch are still expanding and twirling, and finally the jar is
emptied into Ben’s snatch. Ben lays there for an eternity, or more approximately two minutes, before
she starts to wake up, a moan escaping her lips as she puts a hand over her slick cunt. Dan wastes no
time, there is now half a foot of snake extending out of her, twirling together in her loose jeans, but Dan
is quickly naked, exposing the girating snakes to the air. Dan lines up the two tails with Ben’s moist hole,
then starts to squeeze the snakes inside of her. The immediate effect is that the snakes start to grow
even bigger, but amazingly Dan’s cunt stretches to accommodate the now enormous snakes.

“It must be the worms.” Concludes Dan, and she forces the rest of the snakes up into Ben with a
powerful thrust. This wakes Ben up fully, and their combined horniness makes the snakes expand to the
width of two baseball bats. Quickly a full foot of thick snake flies up Ben’s snatch, and Ben, out of her
mind with horniness, embraces Dan and kisses her full on the lips, their tongues now dancing in each
others mouth. The snakes expand to the girth of pythons, and seem to somehow grow at least six feet
long in both direction, but they don’t meet an end. Two python sized snakes are completely hidden from
sight as both Dan and Ben grind their now enourmous crotches against each other, their breasts rubbing
while the two girls spasm on the ground as the snakes slide forward and backwards between them even
as they twist incessantly, only becoming bigger as the two cum and cum again. The time between one
cum and the next shorten as they start cumming uncontrollably and painfully, their insides aching with
the forced orgasms. Slowly at first, the snakes start receeding, then quicker and quicker as they pull back
from nearly twelve feet deep into both of them to all the way back into Dan, finally resting motionless
deep inside of her.
“Who are you?” Asks Ben, her tight pussy lips showing no indication of having been stretched so
impossibly far only a few seconds ago.
“I’m your master.” Answers Dan. Ben’s pussy has completely recovered from the mind blowing
succession of orgasms, and Ben’s hand shoots down to her pussy as a pang of pleasure hits her vagina,
then starts growing.
“Oh! What’s happening to me?”
Dan smiles, and sits down on the counter to watch. Ben tries to stand up, but her weak knees
collapse as her pussy involuntarily clenches. She falls to the floor kneading her pussy lips trying so satisfy
her pussy, but it’s not enough. The pleasure builds and builds in her cunt, but because of the lack of
stimulus she can’t cum. She starts squirming on the floor, rubbing her pussy lips hard.
“Help me! I need to cum, please help me!” she cries. Dan digs the two snakes out of his pussy,
which have already begun to expand again and wriggle, and puts them in his pants pocket. Instead of
“helping her” he instead lays down on top of her and starts kissing her. She grabs Dan, pressing him tight
against her and starts ripping off both of their cloths, grinding her sopping pussy against Dan’s. They kiss
for a moment, but Ben realizes that Dan doesn’t have his snakes anymore. She reaches down and starts
playing with her clit madly, while with the other hand shoving all four of her fingers up inside of herself.
It does nothing to relieve the ach deep inside of her, and is nothing compared to the orgasm that Dan
had given her. At the rate that she’s going, she won’t be able to cum for a while.
“Help me! I need you in me, please help me cum!” She’s crying now, but Dan ignores her. His
mouth, now free of Ben’s lips, travels down to her breasts, where she is visibly leaking milk. Dan latches
onto her nipple and pulls the hot, thin milk out.
(to be continued later perhaps)

